
GOLF RULES & ETIQUETTE QUIZ

Quiz should be administered by coaches after allowing some study time by players.  If a
player scores 10 or less out of 16 (#2 and #14 are both worth 2 marks), then player
must study some more and retake the quiz and “pass” before competing in the Zone
tournament.

1. Who was the best golfer in the world in the 1920's who was regarded as being a
man of integrity?

2. What two conditions have to be met to be addressing the ball?

3. If you are playing ready golf, what rule of golf may you ignore to speed up play?

4. What must you do before hitting a “Provisional” ball?

5. How long do you have to look for a lost ball after you arrive in the area?

6. What stroke are you now playing if you hit your first tee shot out of bounds?

7. What additional option do you have if you hit your ball in a lateral water hazard
rather than a regular water hazard?

8. What colour are lateral water hazard stakes?

9. What is meant by “through the green”?



10. What is the maximum number of clubs you may carry?

11. What should you do if there is doubt as to how you should proceed under the
rules of golf?

12. How many club lengths’ relief do you get for a “free drop” off a cart path?

13. How many options are available to you after you declare a ball unplayable?

14. Are you allowed to hit your “provisional ball” again before you declare your first
ball out of bounds or lost?  If so, under what conditions?



GOLF RULES & ETIQUETTE QUIZ ANSWERS

1. Who was the best golfer in the world in the 1920's who was regarded as being a
man of integrity?

Bobby Jones

2. What two conditions have to be met to be addressing the ball?

Took your stance and grounded your club

3. If you are playing ready golf, what rule of golf may you ignore to speed up play?

Farthest player out has the honour and should play next

4. What must you do before hitting a “Provisional” ball?

Inform your marker of your intention to hit a Provisional Ball

5. How long do you have to look for a lost ball after you arrive in the area?

5 minutes

6. What stroke are you now playing if you hit your first tee shot out of bounds?

3  strokerd

7. What additional option do you have if you hit your ball in a lateral water hazard
rather than a regular water hazard?

Dropping two club lengths from margin of hazard

8. What colour are lateral water hazard stakes?

Red

9. What is meant by “through the green”?

The area of the golf course excluding hazards

10. What is the maximum number of clubs you may carry?

14



11. What should you do if there is doubt as to how you should proceed under the
rules of golf?

Play 2 balls and ask for a ruling at end of round

12. How many club lengths’ relief do you get for a “free drop” off a cart path?

Stance and one club length

13. How many options are available to you after you declare a ball unplayable?

3

14. Are you allowed to hit your “provisional ball” again before you declare your first
ball out of bounds or lost?  If so, under what conditions?

Yes.  You may play it until you are even with the area where your first ball
is
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